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EDI
SOFTWARE
OVERVIEW
EDI (Electronic Data Interchange)
software facilitates data exchange and
transfer between multiple computers.
This platform is utilized for speedy
transfer of business files within
enterprises and between company
partners, like customers or suppliers. It
can translate widely used file types into
an integrated format and offer
templates for a standard format
utilized in transfers.
IT teams in production companies and
healthcare organizations typically use
EDI software to simplify and streamline
document
transfers
and
daily
communications. EDI tools help to
replace postal mail, fax, and email in
many scenarios. These applications are
often leveraged in tandem with a data
integration system that gathers data
from several sources in the cloud or
on-premise. In short, EDI software
facilitates secure data exchange and
transfer between a network of
computers. It also offers project
planning and document mapping
features to help optimize and automate
data transfers.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking
is based on data from our customer reference
platform, market presence, web presence, & social
presence as well as additional data aggregated from
online sources and media properties. Our ranking
engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report
rankings. The overall Customer Success ranking is a
weighted average based on 3 parts:
Content Score is affected by:
1. Total # of vendor generated customer
references (case studies, success stories,
testimonials, and customer videos)
2. Customer reference rating score

Customer Success Report
Award Levels

Market Leader
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market share.
Leaders have the highest ratio of customer
success content, content quality score, and social
media presence relative to company size.

3. Year-over-year change in amount of customer
references on FeaturedCustomers platform
4. Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers
platform
5. Total # of customer reference views on
FeaturedCustomers platform
Market Presence Score is affected by:
1. Social media followers including LinkedIn,
Twitter, & Facebook
2. Vendor momentum based on web traffic and
search trends

Top Performer
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with significant
market presence and resources and enough
customer reference content to validate their vision.
Top Performer's products are highly rated by its
customers but have not achieved the customer
base and scale of a Market Leader.

3. Organic SEO key term rankings
4. Company presence including # of press
mentions
Rising Star
Company Score is affected by:
1. Total # of employees (based on social media
and public resources)
2. Year-over-year change in # of employees over
past 12 months
3. Glassdoor ranking
4. Venture capital raised

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that does not
have the market presence of Market Leaders or
Top Performers, but understands where the market
is going and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to establish
momentum and a minimum amount of customer
reference content along with a growing social
presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated EDI Software software based on the
FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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OVERALL BEST
OF EDI SOFTWARE
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT SPS COMMERCE

With SPS Commerce Fulfillment (EDI), you’ll have
an entire team of trusted advisors ready to help
you gain more from your EDI and achieve 100%
compliance and ongoing success with your retailer,
grocer and distributor trading partners. So you can
focus on what’s important – your business.

254
Customer references from
happy SPS Commerce users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Unlike before, we now have confidence that the orders we send to be picked and shipped are
accurate With SPS Fulfillment and its label service linked, we don’t have to unpack orders the
shipping teams are more efficient and happier."
Josh Lombardi
Customer Service Representative, SUR&R

“We haven’t encountered any EDI requirements that SPS hasn’t been able to handle. They know
our customers, most of whom are already in the SPS network, which is rare and much needed to
support our growth.”
David Anderson
IT Delivery Manager, Schwabe North America

“Our partnership (with SPS) continues to evolve. I know that as our customer demands
increase, our need for information becomes more extensive and SPS will be there."
Naomi Dwyer
Vice President of Information Technology, Rapala

“Responses to our questions or requests to add new trading partners are really fast with SPS With each new customer,
EDI testing is completed in hours, and we do little to no work at Hyland’s to make it happen. For ongoing needs, SPS
responds in around 20 minutes with an expert that can thoroughly address our question and resolve any issue. This is…
James Frey
EDI Technical Coordinator, Hyland’s
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2020 MARKET LEADERS
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT BOOMI
Boomi, a business unit of Dell, is the first and only integration
solution built in the cloud, to fully exploit the value of the cloud.
Organizations of all sizes from small businesses to the largest global
enterprises trust Boomi to quickly connect any combination of cloud
and on-premise applications. Leading SaaS players and enterprise
customers such as salesforce.com, NetSuite, Taleo, oneworld, AAA,
and NASDAQ rely on Boomi to accelerate time to market, increase
sales, and eliminate the headaches associated with integration.

245
Customer references from
happy Boomi users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"One reason we chose Boomi is because it’s so easy to use — it’s low code, drag-and-drop — yet
it’s powerful so that our advanced users can do everything they need to. Trying to build our
onboarding integration ourselves from the ground up probably would have taken a year.”
Chris Reaves
IT Manager, Lee Company

"Boomi AtomSphere offers powerful features and functionality for EDI, a user-friendly
interface, and the convenience of on-demand access from any location."
Martin Zsembik
EDI Team Lead, RPM Consolidated Services

“By receiving an order electronically through Dell Boomi EDI, we are able to process the
order extremely quickly with 100 percent accuracy.”
Kelley Parkes
Director of Technical Operations, First Source LLC

"Boomi gives us a dedicated, cloud-based integration tool that aligns to our all-cloud strategy,
and is therefore able to handle the high volumes of system-to-system data transfer that our
business model requires."
Jason Chin
Vice President of Information Technology, Scoot Airline
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT CLEO
Cleo Integration Cloud is a platform purpose-built to design,
build, operate and optimize critical supply-chain integration
processes. With greater choice, companies can blend
self-service and Cleo Services for integration agility and
control. Together with end-to-end visibility across EDI and
API integrations, technical and business users can have the
confidence to rapidly onboard trading partners, enable
integration between applications, and accelerate
revenue-generating business processes.

93
Customer references
from happy Cleo users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“With the EDI trading partnerships we have in place, Cleo Clarify has reduced our data entry by
about 65 percent. The solution’s ease of use removed many of the data integration obstacles we
were encountering.”
Bonnie Ramsay
Chief Information Officer, Halvor Lines

“Steel Technologies gained the EDI solution we’ve been wanting for a long time. It’s a secure, end-to-end solution that
provides automation, data orchestration, and file movement on a single platform. We’re no longer in the dark on
reporting and audit trail capabilities, and proactive alerts and notifications will help us better serve our customers.”
Mike Hoben
Senior Software Engineer, Steel Technologies

"Most of our clients and partners demand EDI and expect us to provide integration solutions for
real-time data exchange. With Cleo's stable and easy-to-use MFT technology, we can confidently
deliver those solutions."
Terri Sandine
Manager of Application Development, Mohawk Global Logistics

“We love the fact that Cleo can handle any translation and protocol in a single tool, and we like that it can
do any data transformation. The Cleo technology natively handles X12 and EDIFACT without much work,
and it has very good error tracking. It’s truly a complete integration solution.”
Tom Loftus
Director of Data Integration Systems, Saddle Creek Logistics Services
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT IPSWITCH
Ipswitch is making the networked world a safer
place to share data. They develop software tools
for SMBs and enterprises that assure secure data
sharing and high-performance infrastructures. Their
efficient, easy-to-use products empower customers
to respond faster to business demands through
accelerated implementations and improved
productivity.

251
Customer references from
happy Ipswitch users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“The financial data we process is as sensitive as it gets, and is exactly the kind of data cyber
criminals target. MessageWay provides us with the highest level of security, giving our
customers full confidence that their critical data is safe and secure.”
Manoj Bhika
Technology Infrastructure Manager, BankservAfrica

“We also use the WS_FTP server to facilitate secure transfer of documents to our international
dealer network on a case-by-case basis, because it meets the requirements of secure
transmission as mandated by several countries when customer information is involved.”
Todd Hargis
Network Administrator, BraunAbility

“The savings that the State of Michigan is achieving on file transfers and EDI translations – 60%
in 2010 – are savings that the individual departments never would have been able to achieve on
their own.”
Carol Sherman
Director of Data Center, State of Michigan

“Every day, we’re transferring important, highly sensitive documents: contracts, citizen information, and
CAD (Computer Aided Drawing) files. Ipswitch products are easy to work with, easy to administer, easy to
set up. This makes it easy for end users to adopt them, which is the real key to secure file transfer.”
Shibu Pillai
Network Security Specialist, City of Guelph
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT TRUECOMMERCE
TrueCommerce is the most complete way to connect your business
across the supply chain, integrating everything from EDI, to
inventory management, to fulfillment, to digital storefronts and
marketplaces, to your business system, and to whatever comes next.
To stay ahead in today’s dynamic global market, companies need to
be able to do business in a lot of different directions at once. But too
often, doing so means too many solutions and too much assembly
required. For decades, TrueCommerce has helped businesses be
more connected, more supported, and more prepared for what’s
next.

154
Customer references from
happy TrueCommerce users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“It’s the most robust end-to-end EDI solution for SAP Business One and uses the SAP SDK to add
functionality to the ERP. Working with the TrueCommerce team allowed our team to do our best
work and rely on their EDI domain expertise to seamlessly integrate with our business software."
Barry Berlin
CEO, Mama Rosie’s Co.

“Working with TrueCommerce has been nothing but positive. Our EDI solution keeps everything
streamlined and efficient so we can focus on growing our sales and keeping customers happy.“
Alexandra Skogstrom
Account Manager, Mommy’s Bliss

“TrueCommerce is a great EDI tool. I'd recommend it to other Sage 300 users. Especially if you
have multiple trading partners and many POs to handle daily. It definitely saves time and
money!"
Karen Cota
Customer Service Manager, MedTest

“Having to enter hundreds of orders by hand would take hours and require more staff,
whereas with integrated EDI the orders are available to us instantly.”
Ryan Plew
Workflow Analyst, Cathy's Concept
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2020 TOP PERFORMERS
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ABOUT 1 EDI SOURCE
1 EDI Source, Inc. is an innovative market leader
providing EDI software through both cloud-based
and managed solutions to assure organizational
synergy of B2B operations. 1 EDI Source has
provided direction and solutions for more than 25
years, working with companies from startups to
Fortune 500 corporations.

31
Customer references from
happy 1 EDI Source users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"We brought our EDI processing in house several years ago and EDI/HQ is our solution. The
ability to have complete control over all aspects of the EDI process and being able to do our
own custom processes with ease, is a huge win."
Jim Archambault
EDI Specialist, Lippert Components

"Before IX, I was actually working with raw EDI data; now it’s all translated into plain English. I used to spend a ton of
time trying to find the data to dispute chargebacks, but IX makes it easy to go through the data, print it out and extract
the right information. It’s a great tool to use for ‘ship to’ information and validate that the information is coming in and…
Lori Julius
Vendor Compliance Manager, Lifetime Brands

"EDI HQ is a relatively easy and powerful application. Visibility to events is easy to setup, view a
filter. The application has a very rich feature set of operators which we are beginning to use with
more complexity."
David Saunders
IT Director, Trenton Cold Storage

"We’re skipping the whole step of waiting for the EDI team to come back to us to supply
information on a transaction. Now we can just pull it up ourselves in IX and do what we need to
do. I love it. I’ve had my coworkers use it a couple times with me, and they love it too."
Danielle Finch
Compliance Coordinator, Adidas
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ABOUT ADEPTIA
Adeptia has helped enterprise companies solve the
full range of B2B integration challenges, from the
simplest to the most complex. Their customers
have used them as a solution to dramatically
fast-forward revenues by automating critical
customer data onboarding processes and reducing
onboarding time from 18 weeks to an hour.

41
Customer references from
happy Adeptia users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Adeptia is a compelling product that allowed us to have an automated process for collecting
and processing our customer data based on pre-defined set of business rules in an easy to use
approach. It helps us deliver more value to more customers with existing resources."
Brian Chapman
President of Philanthropic Services, Grenzebach Glier & Associates

"We found Adeptia Integration technology as a best fit for our strategy of centrally managing all
our Multiple Listing Service (MLS) interfaces within one solution. Adeptia solution is attractively
priced, is easy to manage and provides outstanding value."
Peyman Aleaghax
President, RealtySoft

"Utilizing Adeptia’s technology, the Tensoft On Demand Integration delivers seamless data flow, making it easy to move
data between Tensoft and internal financial, CRM, along with Partners and Customers relevant business systems. As
technology partners, Tensoft and Adeptia are both committed to making integration a smooth and efficient process for…
William White
CTO and Co-Founder, Tensoft

“Clients can submit employee data with a single click. Each process is configured so
that data entering it flows seamlessly into the company’s systems in the correct
format.”
The Payroll Company
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ABOUT B2BGATEWAY.NET
B2BGateway provides fully managed Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) & API Connectivity Solutions that are 100% built and
maintained by our own developers. B2BGateway’s cloud-based
connectivity solutions allow users to communicate seamlessly with
their customers and 3PL’s. We offer both web based and fully
integrated solutions for all market needs and wants. Our Cloud/SaaS
based fully integrated EDI & API Connectivity solutions will integrate
seamlessly with most ERP/accounting solutions. In addition to our
global headquarters in Rhode Island, B2BGateway has offices in
Ireland and Australia, enabling us to offer unparalleled support
across all time zones.

78
Customer references from
happy B2BGateway.Net users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“B2BGateway EDI has helped us streamline our order-to-payment cycle with our largest distributors. Over half of our
business goes to bulk distributors such as SYSCO and US Foods. By automating the process, we’re able to focus on
providing our customers with the best possible support, opposed to spending hours manually entering orders.”
Neal Anderson
IT Manager, Kettle Cuisine

“My company faced increasing demands from our customers to become EDI compliant, and B2BGateway had exactly the
solution we needed. B2BGateway's solution not only satisfied my customers, but also gave my company the capacity for
more growth through the efficiencies created by the integration with our accounting package. Thank you B2BGateway!”
John Costelli
President, Castle Merchandising

"B2BGateway staff is extremely knowledgeable with regard to EDI protocols. Their web services know-how paired with
DSG’s extensive knowledge of Netsuite’s intricacies has made it very easy to implement and maintain trading partner
relationships for Incase. Adding web services has streamlined the integration process and cut down on time and money."
Alan Arvin
NetSuite Advisor, Demand Solutions Group

“B2BGateway has allowed us to automate our order entry and invoicing processes as well as be compliant with
customers who require specific EDI needs and documents. I am always impressed with B2BGateway’s Rapid Response
Team and their ability to address problems immediately over the phone and through the ticket process on the client…
Sheri Blanchard
Order Processing Manager, Blue Dog Bakery
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ABOUT DICENTRAL
Founded in 2000, DiCentral is a leading global provider of B2Bi Managed
Services headquartered in Houston, Texas with ten offices worldwide
supporting customers in over 27 countries. DiCentral’s services and solutions
are singularly focused on B2B integration and used by many of the Fortune
1000, processing over $200 billion in transactions for over 30,000
organizations worldwide. The company’s vertical expertise transcends
Automotive, Retail, Distribution, Manufacturing, Pharmaceutical, Health Care,
Energy and Financial Services. DiCentral provides turn key Cloud based B2Bi
Managed Services, which allows organizations to connect and exchange
critical business documents with their trading community.

65
Customer references from
happy DiCentral users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Because of high Advance Shipping Notice (ASN), Order and Invoice volumes, we sought out a solution that would
greatly reduce our EDI management costs. By selecting DiCentral's EDI-Integrated Suite for SAP ERP (SAP's Large
Enterprise ERP), Order and ASN processing time dwindled from one hour to two minutes. Overall, the time savings are…
J. Gingras
EXFO

"DiCentral has been great to work with. With each trading partner, we have had unique challenges, but DiCentral has
stepped up to the plate and been incredibly proactive, going well above and beyond what should be expected and even
making EDI pleasant. DiCentral's responsiveness to all of our questions and issues has been outstanding. We are…
Branin Lippincott
IT Director, TDBBS

"Using and managing EDI was complicated and cumbersome. We needed to add Trading Partners and conduct all EDI
testing ourselves. Ever since integrating EDI with DiCentral's solution, everything is much simpler: documents are
processed much quicker and data errors are negligible. Thanks to the excellent service provided by DiCentral's team,…
S. Miron
Brasseurs RJ

"I no longer need to visit the DC to manually record information, then follow up with a vendor
for one missing carton out of a thousand carton shipment. Their EDI product works for all of our
suppliers and it truly is a time saver!"
Gayla Turner
EDI Coordinator, Hibbett Sports
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ABOUT SIGNIANT
Signiant’s intelligent file movement software helps
the world’s top content creators and distributors
ensure fast, secure delivery of large files over
public and private networks. Built on Signiant’s
patented technology, the company’s on-premises
software and SaaS solutions move petabytes of
high-value data every day between users,
applications and systems with proven ease.

149
Customer references from
happy Signiant users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Media Shuttle gives us the flexibility to transfer large files in and out of the facility and opens up new workflows for us in
the future, whilst ensuring that all content remains on a local server on our premises. Media Shuttle as a product seems to
be constantly evolving and we are excited to be working with Signiant in this area.”
Jai Cave
Head of Operations, Envy Post Production

“Unlike other software providers that offer just WAN acceleration, Signiant provides the full central management
capability that we need from file delivery software. We need to be able to control the content and metadata files from
ingest through to client delivery. Signiant enables us to do this and to ensure the content is secure and delivered…
Andrew Bolton
Chief Operating Officer, On Demand Group

“With Signiant Media Exchange, we’ve been able to accelerate our file transfers with little or no restrictions on file size,
and offer a pleasing Web interface to our remote customers that streamlines both uploading and downloading. As a
result, we’ve significantly reduced the lag time from content creation to market delivery to help ensure that campaigns…
Greg Cowan
IT Director, Wunderman

“Media Shuttle portals are a dream to use and its transfer speed is impressive, but its asset validation capabilities really
sold us on the solution. We have received and sent almost every kind of programming imaginable, in files as large as 50
GB, and continue to be impressed with the efficiency that Media Shuttle has helped us achieve.”
Neil Keaveney
Director of Technology, TG4
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2020 RISING STARS
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ABOUT DATATRANS SOLUTIONS

DataTrans Solutions provides a broad range of
quality EDI and eCommerce solutions designed to
enable companies to communicate business data
electronically. Whether you are a small company
looking for a simple web-based EDI solution or a
larger corporation searching for a reliable new EDI
system, DataTrans has the right solution.

15
Customer references from happy
DataTrans Solutions users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Our small consumer products company needed an EDI solution which was compatible with most large retail chains'
requirements for purchase orders and invoices. We decided to use DataTrans Solutions' WebEDI application because it is
user-friendly, cost effective, and accessible. They also have a very responsive support team and can set-up a new…
Nick Johnstone
Zarbee's Naturals

"My two reasons for choosing DataTrans: the customer support and the control the WebEDI portal allows for order
processing. It is priceless to be able to call and have live support on the phone when an issue arises. I also love how the
WebEDI portal allows for the ability to see all of the information on one screen. DataTrans has a been a great EDI…
Joseph Best
Wildlife Foods

“I have been working with DataTrans for more than five years as they have supported our EDI needs with many different
retailers. From a technical standpoint our implementations and on-going transactions have been smooth. What is
particularly impressive to me is DataTrans’ customer support team, which is very responsive and personable.”
Bob Roche
American Green Rug

"From the very beginning, the analyst that I was working with was very knowledgeable and supportive. Within a short
amount of time your team was able to make customizations to allow us to better assist our customers. The WebEDI
portal is a definite plus because it provides us with all of the detailed information that we need and it is very easy to…
LaToya Torrance
AMG Engineering & Machining
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ABOUT EDIFABRIC
EdiFabric offers products that enable companies to implement EDI
by using familiar concepts and utilizing existing technologies and
resources. The complexity of the various EDI standards can be
effectively shielded and seamlessly aligned with the modern
connectivity patterns. EdiFabric is revolutionizing the adoption of
EDI by providing the ultimate tools to do so. Their EDI DOM solves
the EDI mapping conundrum and breaks the chains of EDI-XML
duality. Its lean implementation is unrivaled in both agility and
performance and the feature set allows for processing EDI
documents of any size or format.

12
Customer references from
happy EdiFabric users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Adding the EDI support was simple using your product. It fit right into our models and gave us what we
needed. We were up and running within hours. My team's experience with EDI goes from novice to expert.
By being a code library instead of a "solution" your product fit easily into our established architecture."
Eric Reiner
Magenium Solutions

"After a web search I saw an article on Code Project and could not believe how easy it seemed to use. This must be very
expensive I thought! There must be some catch! I requested a demo for EdiFabric, did my own testing and was truly
amazed at how easy EDI really was. I can implement a complete data conversion with a new supplier in one working…
Martin Hart
Senior Developer, Memory Soft

"This framework has made a huge difference in our EDI conversion efforts. Our previous method was taking any where
between 16 and 20 hours per conversion. Once we did our initial integration of EdiFabric, we have cut that time down to
45 minutes. EdiFabric is intuitive, easy to integrate and implement. I would highly recommend this framework to any…
Juan Gonzalez
CXT Software

"I’ve been extremely impressed with EdiFabric. Using EdiFabric has saved us months of coding from
scratch. We are well on our way to providing a custom solution for our company so we can be completely
automated with our EDI subsystems interfacing with our order processing system."
Ken Haynes
Hampton Lumber
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ABOUT FLOW SOFTWARE
Flow Software has helped over 500 businesses in the
Logistics, Distribution, FMCG, Services and Retail sectors
across NZ and Australia to integrate their applications and
automate their business processes. Flow’s scalable
integration platform and simple interface is the fast, easy and
cost effective integration solution. Local consultants provide
on-call integration expertise, enabling a leaner resource
model while getting great outcomes with data and process
efficiency - saving you time and money.

48
Customer references from
happy Flow Software users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Flow had prior experience with building EDI integrations with our trading partners which was key for us in terms of
fast-tracking the project, and they knew the EDI accreditation process with the likes of Foodstuffs and Progressive. The
product itself is easy to use and they are very much a ‘one stop shop’ Integration software provider. ‘Keeping it local’ is…
Neil Illsley
IT Strategy & Services Manager, Villa Maria

“It is important for us to keep our customers satisfied in order to deliver value and ensure retention.
[Thanks to this integration] we can process Sacred Hill orders more efficiently and Sacred Hill can now log
into our online portal and view current order status within minutes of sending us the data."
Mike Brasch
Group Systems Manager, WineWorks

"These days customers want to minimise their inventory, they want prompt delivery and they want to know where the
product is. Yes, Flow complies with our customers’ different administrative and ordering systems but more importantly
it’s about adding value. A key attraction for us was the ability to build in enhancements such as order tracking so our…
Graham Rea
Chief Executive Officer, Heirloom International

"For each EDI implementation, Flow asks for sample orders, sets them up as tests in the system
and works with the recipients. When all parties are happy with the testing, we get an OK, go live
and we haven’t had an issue.”
Greg Crawford
Group Accountant, Hermpac
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ABOUT XEDI
XEDI is an EDI platform that connects customers
with suppliers to process orders, invoices and other
transactions. Explore how thousands of customers
are using XEDI to build streamlined supply chains
with increased flexibility, scalability and efficiency.

11
Customer references
from happy XEDI users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“We’re always looking for ways to improve delivery. XEDI Enterprise allows us to receive orders
quickly and easily so we can process them and improve customer experience.”
Claire Reid
Senior Product Manager, Conair Corporation

"In order to supply the largest retailers with significant amounts of stock, it was necessary to
become EDI compliant. XEDI set us up straight away, so that orders flow into SAP hassle free
and with full support."
Ryan Kohn
Co Founder, Propercorn

“It simple to submit invoices using XEDI. It’s re-assuring to know that the customer
support team is always there if I need them.”
Natalie Morrison
Financial Controller, Acer

"XEDI enables us to quickly and efficiently perform EDI transactions with our customers
in the UK. Setup and testing was easy and customer support is very responsive."
Sharon Radogna
Senior Business Systems Analyst, Blue Diamond Growers
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ABOUT YOUREDI
Youredi is the leading provider of data integration and analytics
solutions as a service for global eCommerce, finance and logistics.
With its simple, cost-effective iPaaS that can be delivered quickly
and securely from the cloud and can compliment your existing
integrations, you'll realize maximum value across your business
operations, partners and markets. You'll be able to establish new
relationships, while delivering immediate value to your customers.
Most importantly, you’ll be able to monitor performance in real time,
thus allowing you to fine tune execution, ultimately maximizing
profitability.

19
Customer references from
happy Youredi users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Data technology is a key initiative for Cainiao to improve delivery performance. Youredi has worked with Cainiao over
the past few years and has proven data technology and ability to execute quickly. Youredi will help Cainiao integrate
data flows with Cainiao’s global logistics partners. Youredi will also provide both Cainiao and the logistics companies…
Shawn He
Outbound Director, Cainiao

"Youredi will take a proprietary invoice format from the carrier and transform it to the proprietary Elavon
invoice format. This removes much of the conversion burden between the carrier and Elavon, enabling
quick processing of clean invoices, which reduces operational costs for shipper and carrier alike."
Travis Lachinski
Manager, US Bank

"Finding Youredi was great! Once we have given all the details, Youredi’s integration architect quickly built a connection
between Scoro and Procountor so that the information can flow automatically in real-time. Now we are transferring
accurate information to Procountor, while we can focus on growing our business and deliver spectacular corporate…
Marjo Mattson
Owner, Dream Factory

"The solution is extremely cost-efficient, scalable and we trust that it's simply the easiest
available on the market. Collaborating with Youredi, a leading provider of cloud-based
integration solutions for automating processes was a natural choice for us."
Kari Ryynänen
ISV Partner Manager, Visma Solutions
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